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Abstract - This research paper is based on decision tree (induction algorithm) which generates classification rules that
will help in knowing next day trend of stocks. The research paper provides a glimpse of the market and trading tips.
We have used classification rule generation method of Data Mining.
This research paper predict the next day trend of stock based on daily price movement of the stock (Open_price,
High_price, Low_price, Close_price) as compare to that of with previous day price movement of the stock
(Open_price, High_price, Low_price, Close_price). We have considered those classification rules which have
accuracy more than ninety.
Keywords: Agriculture Market, Data Mining, Binning, Decision Tree, Classification Rules, Support, Confidence,
Accuracy.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Stock Market
It is an exchange place or a market that facilitates the trading of stocks. In India, the most preferable exchanges or
markets are the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and the National Stock Exchange (NSE).
Stock
A stock is a partial ownership in a company or an industry, with rights to share in its profits. When an investor buys a
stock of a company, he is called a shareholder or a stockholder of that company.
Data Mining
Discover hidden values from the huge database. It is a powerful technology with a great potential to focus on the most
important information in data warehouses. Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviors, allowing businesses to
make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions.
For example, one Midwest grocery chain used the data mining capacity of Oracle software to analyze local buying
patterns. They discovered that when men bought diapers on Thursdays and Saturdays, they also tended to buy beer.
Further analysis showed that these shoppers typically did their weekly grocery shopping on Saturdays. On Thursdays,
however, they only bought a few items. The retailer concluded that they purchased the beer to have it available for the
upcoming weekend. The grocery chain could use this newly discovered information in various ways to increase revenue.
For example, they could move the beer display closer to the diaper display. In addition, they could make sure beer and
diapers were sold at full price on Thursdays.
How does data mining work?
While large-scale information technology has been evolving separate transaction and analytical systems, data mining
provides the link between the two. Data mining software analyzes relationships and patterns in stored transaction data
based on open-ended user queries.
Decision trees
Tree shaped structures that represent sets of decisions. Specific decision tree methods include Induction (ID3) Technique,
Classification and Regression Trees (CART) and Chi Square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID). ID3, CART and
CHAID are decision tree techniques used for classification of a dataset. They provide a set of rules that you can apply to
a new (unclassified) dataset for the prediction.
Decision trees are powerful and popular tools for classification and prediction. The attractiveness of decision trees is due
to the fact that, in contrast to neural networks, decision trees represent rules. Rules can readily be expressed so that
humans can understand them or even directly used in a database access language like SQL so that records falling into a
particular category may be retrieved. Decision tree programs construct a decision tree from a set of training cases.
Constructing decision trees
Most algorithms that have been developed for learning decision trees are variations on a core algorithm that employs a
top-down, greedy search through the space of possible decision trees. Decision tree programs construct a decision tree T
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from a set of training cases. J. Ross Quinlan originally developed ID3 at the University of Sydney. He first presented ID3
in 1975 in a book, Machine Learning, vol. 1, no. 1. ID3 is based on the Concept Learning System (CLS) algorithm.
ID3 searches through the attributes of the training instances and extracts the attribute that best separates the given
examples. If the attribute perfectly classifies the training sets then ID3 stops; otherwise it recursively operates on the m
(where m = number of possible values of an attribute) partitioned subsets to get their "best" attribute. The algorithm uses
a greedy search, that is, it picks the best attribute and never looks back to reconsider earlier choices.
The central focus of the decision tree growing algorithm is selecting which attribute to test at each node in the tree. For
the selection of the attributes with the most inhomogeneous class distribution the algorithm uses the concept of entropy.
Each discovered pattern should have measure of certainity associated with it that assesses the validity or
“trustworthiness” of the pattern. A certainty measure for rules the form “A=>B” is confidence. The support of a pattern
refers to the percentage of task-relevant data tuples for which the pattern is true.
II. STEPS INCLUDED IN GENERATING CLASSIFICATION RULES
Building Database
A basic requirement for the system is to get the stock historical data on the daily basis having all data regarding open,
high, low, close of each and every stock which are listed in NSE. www.nseindia.com provides historical data. So we used
it as a main source for the data.
Table1: Raw data directly fetched from the www.nseindia.com database.

Cleaning
We have checked for the missing values. If missing values are found then past 10 trading day prices are taken for that
particular field and average is taken of that prices to fill out the missing value. Care is taken that a new price is within
the high and low prices of that day. While calculating percentage change for open_price, High_price, Low_price and
Close_price as compare to that of previous day prices a special care is taken if the price of a stock is after a bonus or a
split. Sorting is performed on the basis of company name.
Table2: Raw data after performing cleaning task.

Calculating percentage change
To generate a decision tree, we need a percentage change for open_price, High_price, Low_price and Close_price as
compare to that of previous day prices.
Deciding valuation
Based on the percentage change of Close_price a valuation of previous day record is decided, valuation are fairly_valued,
under_valued or over_valued. The valuation is decided on the basis of following criteria:
If percentage change of a close price is

>=5% then valuation of previous day record for the same company stock is “under_valued”

Between -5% and 5% then valuation of previous day record for the same company stock is “fairly_valued”

<=-5% then valuation of previous day record for the same company stock is “over_valued”
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Table3: Data after deriving Valuation attribute.

Binning
Binning is done on each and every field of database for each company. Binning value will replace the original value
which is calculated by applying sorting on each and every attribute of each company. Total number of values in each bin
is calculated on the basis of total number of records for a company divided by ten. It means that we allow maximum ten
bins.
Table4: Data after performing binning on Open_Bhav, High_Bhav and Low_Bhav.

Rule generation
The algorithm computes the information gain of each attribute. The attribute with the highest information gain is chosen
as the test attribute for the given database. A node is created and labeled with the attribute, branching are created for each
value of the attribute and the samples are partitioned accordingly.
Description of algorithm is given below:
Create a node N;
If samples are all of the same class, C then
Return N as a leaf node labeled with the class C;
If attribute-list is empty then
Return N as a leaf node labeled with the most common class in samples;
Select test-attribute, the attribute among attribute-list with highest info. Gain;
Label node N with test-attribute;
For each known value ai of test-attribute
Grow a branch from node N for the condition test-attribute= ai
Let si be the set of samples in samples for which test-attribute= ai
If si is empty then
Attach a leaf labeled with the most common class in samples;
Else
Attach the node returned by the algorithm
Tree Pruning
We have selected pre-pruning approach where a tree is “pruned” by halting its construction early (by deciding not to
further split or partition the subset of training samples at a given node). Upon halting, the node becomes a leaf. The leaf
holds the most frequent class among the subset samples or the probability distribution of those samples.
Support & Confidence
The decision tree can be converted to classification IF_THEN rules by tracing the path from the root node to each leaf
node in the tree. We have calculated support and confidence for each classification rule that is that is converted into
IF_THEN rule in the following manner.
Rules that satisfy both a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold are called strong.
Support
The rule A=>B holds in the transaction set D with support s, where s is the percentage of transactions in D that contain
AnB (i.e., both A and B). This is taken to be the probability, P (AnB).
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For each rule generated by ID3 Technique we have calculated support. The rule holds in the training data set with
support s, where s is the percentage of transactions in training data set that contains both IF and THEN part. This is taken
to be the probability that both occur. We have considered minimum support of twenty.
Confidence
The rule A=>B has confidence c in the transaction set D if c is the percentage of transactions in D containing A that also
contain B. This is taken to be the probability,
P (B|A).
For each rule generated by ID3 Technique we have calculated confidence. The rule holds in the training data set with
confidence c, where c is the percentage of transactions in training data set that contains IF part that also contains THEN
part. We have considered minimum confidence of eighty.
Accuracy (Hold-Out method)
We have used hold-out method for determining accuracy in which two thirds of the data are allocated to the training set,
and the remaining one third is allocated to the test set. The training set is used to derive the classifier, the accuracy of
which is estimated with the test set.
Table 5: Classification rules generated having minimum support of twenty, minimum confidence of eighty and minimum
accuracy of 90 are given below:
Classification Rule
Valuation
Accuracy
UnderValued
93.174
Open_bhav >= 1 AND Open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav <
10
UnderValued
92.996
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 15
92.949
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 10 AND High_bhav < UnderValued
15
OverValued
92.795
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
UnderValued
92.659
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav <
10
92.557
Open_bhav >= -2 AND open_bhav <- 1 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav < UnderValued
10
OverValued
92.105
Open_bhav >= 1 AND open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
91.971
Open_bhav >= 5 AND open_bhav < 10 AND High_bhav >= 0 AND High_bhav < OverValued
1 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
91.818
Open_bhav >= 1 AND open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= 10 AND High_bhav < UnderValued
15
91.603
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= 10 AND High_bhav < UnderValued
15
UnderValued
91.331
Open_bhav >= -1 AND open_bhav < 0 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav <
10
90.946
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 0 AND High_bhav < 1 OverValued
AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
OverValued
90.827
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
OverValued
90.426
Open_bhav >= 5 AND open_bhav < 10 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav
< 0 AND Low_Bhav >= -5 AND Low_Bhav <- 2
90.249
Open_bhav >= -1 AND open_bhav < 0 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav < OverValued
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
90.013
Open_bhav >= 1 AND open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= 0 AND High_bhav < 1 OverValued
AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
OverValued
89.876
Open_bhav >= 1 AND open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -5 AND Low_Bhav <- 2
UnderValued
89.838
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav <
10
89.773
Open_bhav >= 5 AND open_bhav < 10 AND High_bhav >= 0 AND High_bhav < OverValued
1 AND Low_Bhav >= -5 AND Low_Bhav <- 2
OverValued
89.733
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= -5 AND Low_Bhav <- 2
UnderValued
93.174
Open_bhav >= 1 AND open_bhav < 2 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav <
10
UnderValued
92.996
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 15
92.949
Open_bhav >= 2 AND open_bhav < 5 AND High_bhav >= 10 AND High_bhav < UnderValued
15
OverValued
92.795
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav <
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0 AND Low_Bhav >= -10 AND Low_Bhav <- 5
92.659
Open_bhav >= 0 AND open_bhav < 1 AND High_bhav >= 5 AND High_bhav < 10 UnderValued
OverValued
91.897
Open_bhav <= -5 AND High_bhav <= -5
90.879
Open_bhav >= -1 AND open_bhav < 0 AND High_bhav >= -1 AND High_bhav < FairlyValued
0 AND Low_Bhav >=0
FairlyValued
91.361
Open_bhav >= -1 AND open_bhav < 0 AND High_bhav <= 0 AND High_bhav <
0 AND Low_Bhav >= 0
III.
CONCLUSION
“Technical approach” is developed for the prediction of next day trend of stocks. For the daily traders it’s interesting if
one can know the next day movement before one day. Our classification rules helps in predicting next day movement of
the stock. So that before buying or selling shares we may assure our profit or loss percent.
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